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The urgent gift 

By Alina Tortosa 
For the Herald 

The urgent gift is the title Claudia Fontes (1964, Buenos Aires) gave her text in the 
catalogue discussing Colectiva, her current exhibition at Luisa Pedrouzo’s gallery.   
There are other possible titles and subtitles, as Fontes work is profoundly rich in 
intention and commitment.  Her work stems from a soul searching creative process that 
she eventually translates into agile aesthetic contemporary language.   

Fontes, who originally trained as a sculptor has exhibited in the past installations and 
objects representing different preoccupations, from spatial harmony and identity to 
literary characters.  For the last four years she has worked intensively in Trama, her 
brain child, a foundation run by artists for artists to provide training and know how in 
different areas akin to the creative act, such as information, research, management and 
promotion.  

When Luisa Pedrouzo asked Fontes to show in her gallery, the artist who currently lives 
and works in Brighton, Great Britain, planned and worked on an exhibition that relates to 
current social and economic conditions in Argentina, organizing a wide and complicated 
operation from abroad with the help of local artists, long time friends Ana Gallardo, Tuilio 
de Sagastizabal and Diana Aizenberg.     

On this occasion the artist wanted to work with children who were on the threshold of 
privation. Traditional charity, which reinforces dependence, was out of the question.  
She approached A.M.I.-Alma Mater Interamericana-, an NGO that provides work for 
parents to free their children from child labour.  And it was through A.M.I. that Fontes 
met Andrea, Brian, Claudia, Fernándo, Gabriela, Matías and Micaela, her young 
coworkers in this artistic project of exchange and evolution, from exclusion to 
participation and understanding. 

Fontes’ extremely refined art creative processes and proposals turn negative options 
into strong positive projects that bear fruit, as in the case of Trama.  She does not call 
“Wolf”, as many artists do in view of existing conditions without offering constructive 
collaboration. She does not dilly dally and sets to work in close contact with her peers to 
see what art can do, and how far it can mesh into the fiber of society to project, put 
forward, redress and build up.  



Claudia, as she is known in the local visual art world, came a month before the 
exhibition to get acquainted with the children and with their families. It was not a 
question of giving things away to the deserving poor; it was a question of giving the 
children the chance to build up a consciousness of their own identity through their 
acknowledgement of others.  As part of an active workshop that opened their eyes to 
wider possibilities of being and working, they visited the art collections of Jorge and 
Marion Helft and of Gustavo Bruzzone, and the studios of artists Diana Aizenberg and 
Marina De Caro.    

The urgent gift does not stand only for presents in colourful wrappings, it relates deeply 
to the projection and perception of concepts and images.  This adjective “urgent” drives 
home the need for a life beyond basic necessities, aided by responsible activities, 
creativity, communal collaboration and tenderness. 

“The first impulse was to sing. But not alone. I wanted to sing within a group, and I 
wanted to sing out loud and with pleasure”, wrote Fontes. This singing together called 
for a celebration.  A collective birthday party was held after each child had bought or 
made presents for the other children as well as for guests.  Everybody involved worked 
hands on in the preparation decorating the premises, making a cake, wrapping presents 
in paper on which the children had drawn or painted their good wishes.  Two basic 
intentions of this exercise were to learn to enjoy and to relish the act of giving as a 
means to learn about oneself and others, and to appreciate fun gifts per se, beyond 
daily need. 

These activities questioned the commercial role of the gallery and of the market. It is to 
Luisa Pedrouzo’s credit, the director and owner of the gallery, that she accepted the 
project and went along with it.  Fontes had written ahead to 25 collectors asking them if 
they would collaborate with funds to pay for expenses. Five collectors answered 
affirmatively: Mauro Herlitzka, Marion Helft, Mario Brodersohn, Alberto Sendrós and 
Gustavo Bruzzone.  “With this financing mechanism, the phenomenon of identification 
and desire that stems from the acquisition of a work of art became an essential part of 
this work”, wrote Fontes. 

An attentive reader may be wondering how did all this become an exhibition. Good 
point.  Fontes “translated” their celebration into eight wall installations she calls 
“portraits”, as each one represents one of the children through the colourful, hand 
intervened paper that wrapped the presents he or she received. There is also a portrait 
of herself made up by those drawings the children made for her. They all read as a 
symbolic visual representation of positive feelings of joy, of hope and of looking forward 
to better chances for all of us. 

Each wall installation is a work of art for sale. The percentage the gallery will receive will 
go to cover gallery expenses.  The artist will donate her share to invest in ongoing 
projects for other children, so that they too may learn about coming to terms with their 
own identity as understood through empathy with others.  And the artist adds:  



“It is only when an art piece has gone full circle that art production is achieved and a 
work of art is not complete unless it is sold”.  

(Claudia Fontes /Colectiva, Galería Luisa Pedrouzo, 834, Arenales. Until the end of 
October). 
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